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CONTROL
UNCONTROLLABLE STUDENTS
WORKSHOP
Strategies to Manage Students With
Oppositional Defiant & Conduct Disorders

This workshop shows you what to do when nothing seems to work well to manage very hardto-manage students who have or may have Oppositional Defiant Disorder or Conduct
Disorder.

If you work with some students who are so out-of-control that nothing seems to successfully
manage them, then this workshop has the practical, more effective solutions that you’ve been
looking for. If you have tried nearly every method you know, but some of your out-of-control
youngsters continue to be unmanageable, this session will show you how to turn that around.

This workshop explains why “nothing seems to work” with unmanageable students, and
shows you what to do instead of continuing to rely on methods that never are able to make the
situation better for very long. One-size-fits-all interventions fit no one. This workshop gives you
interventions that are not one-size-fits-all, but have been especially designed to fit your most
unmanageable children and youth. These tested, researched, well-honed techniques are
especially crafted and tailored to work better than what you’ve been doing. These methods
are critical if you teach, counsel or work with children and teens who may have, or have been
diagnosed as having Oppositional Defiance Disorder or Conduct Disorder.

You’ll learn exactly what is the difference is between Oppositional Defiant Disorder and
Conduct Disorder, two serious emotional problems that are fairly common, but are very
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frequently confused by teachers and other professionals. Even
more important, you’ll learn which methods work with each type of
disorder, and you’ll get methods that you can use with or without a
diagnosis.

Unmanageable youngsters pose a safety concern, and interfere
with your ability to do your job. It doesn’t have to be like that. Tools
do exist to systematically improve the conduct of the most
misbehaved children and youth, yet many youth professionals have
not been offered this training as part of their education. Stop guessing and struggling to figure
out how to get unmanageable youngsters back in control. This workshop has your solutions,
solutions honed with youngsters just like yours, solutions that can finally restore order to your
group or classroom— even after long-term behavior problems and disruption have occurred.

You will leave this workshop with 100-200 of the best strategies and tools that exist to control
uncontrollable students who evidence the problem behaviors associated with Oppositional
Defiance and Conduct Disorders. You will leave this workshop with the ready-to-use, more
powerful tools that you need to manage unmanageable Pre-K to Grade 12 students. You will
leave this workshop well-equipped to reduce the disruptions, defiance, disrespect, verbal
abuse, conflict, aggressiveness, bullying, and acting-out behavior that until now have been so
resistant to improvement.

MEET
RUTH HERMAN
WELLS
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Ruth Herman Wells wrote the book on difficult students. And she teaches the class.

Veteran author, speaker, mental health expert, counselor and
columnist Ruth Herman Wells, M.S. will turbocharge your next
conference.

For more than 20 years, Ruth Herman Wells, M.S. has been
one North America's top-rated speakers providing school
counselor training workshops and conference keynotes.

You are probably already using Ruth’s popular student assistance
resources. Ruth is best known as the author of dozens of books and
counseling resource materials, including her All the Best Answers for
Anti-Social Youth and Conduct Disorders book (shown at left), as well
as her Breakthrough Strategies to Counsel Troubled Students live and
online workshops, books and audio books.

Ruth is the Director of Youth Change Workshops, a columnist for SEEN
Magazine, an adjunct professor for several universities, and a popular
speaker at counseling and K-12 education conferences throughout North
America. You’ve seen her counseling and classroom posters in movies like
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, and on TV shows like The Wire. Ruth has managed
many student counseling programs as well as juvenile justice, day
treatment, teen independent living and special ed sites.
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PAST SPONSORS
For more than two decades, Ruth Herman Wells, M.S. has provided training workshops and
keynotes throughout North America. Many counseling conferences, schools, child treatment
programs, universities, school districts, special ed conferences, and social work agencies have
sponsored her. Among past sponsors are the Kansas School Counselor Association, Cincinnati
Schools Mental Health Programs, Washington State Primary Intervention Conference, Temple
University Psychology Conference, Kentucky Behavior Disorder Conference, Iowa Whispers and
Screams Conference, Indiana Youth Institute, Kentucky School Resource Counselor Conference,
and the California Association of Counseling and Development Conference.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT
RUTH HERMAN WELLS
Participants crisscross the U.S., sit for hours in traffic, fly in
from Japan and Australia, crash full sessions, and brave
winter snow storms to attend Ruth’s workshops-- and
actually still say "It was worth the trip!" Listen to Ruth’s
past participants. Full, signed letters are available for your review. Here are some typical
reactions to Ruth's workshops:

"Your workshop played a significant role in better equipping staff for the challenges of
working with these children." Jinna Risdal, Washington Primary Intervention Conference

"Four years ago I took a group of teachers to your workshop. It changed my life. I gained a
new understanding of the students I work with and now share your strategies as part of my
new teacher training each year. Your workshop ranks as my number one ever in all my
years of education." Kristie McCuston, Vice Principal, Garland, TX
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"Incredibly useful. Inspiring." Caryn Curry, Counselor, Lincoln School, E. Chicago, IN

"Absolutely phenomenal! A Great deal of useful information." Jami Giamusso, Washington
Learning Disability Association

"Just a fabulous, life changing two days."
Bernadette Ostrozovich, Outreach Instructor, Indianapolis, IN

Call 1.800.545.5736 to Schedule Your Event Now
Popular Dates are Quickly Taken
Book Now or Place a No-Obligation Hold on Your Dates

Youth Change Workshops
1.800.545.5736

dwells@youthchg.com

www.youthchg.com

Working with difficult students doesn’t have to be so difficult

